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Abstract. Proton radiation therapy is a precise form of radiation therapy, but the avoidance of damage to critical normal tissues and the prevention of geographical tumor misses require accurate knowledge of the dose delivered to the patient and the verification of his position demand a precise imaging technique. In proton therapy facilities, the X-ray Computed Tomography (xCT) is the preferred technique for the planning treatment of patients. This situation has been changing nowadays with the development of proton accelerators for health care and the increase in the number of treated patients. In fact, protons could be more efficient than xCT for this task. One essential difficulty in pCT image reconstruction systems came from the scattering of the protons inside the target due to the numerous small-angle deflections by nuclear Coulomb fields. The purpose of this study is the comparison of an analytical formulation for the determination of beam lateral deflection, based on Molière’s theory and Rutherford scattering with Monte Carlo calculations by SRIM 2008 and MCNPX codes.
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INTRODUCTION

Proton radiation therapy is a precise form of radiation therapy which employs the favourable depth-dose characteristic of proton Bragg peak [1]. This curve has a relatively low dose entrance in the shallow regions of its path; however near of the end of the proton range, the dose, raises sharply to a peak and falls abruptly to zero [2]. It shape create a region of maximum energy deposition that can be positioned into the target [3]. This implies that proton radiation therapy requires a precise form of imaging technique to predict the position of Bragg peak inside of the patient [4].

Nowadays in several proton therapy facilities, the dose calculation is performed by X-ray computed tomography (xCT) and the patient is positioned with radiography. However the use of xCT images for proton treatment planning ignores the fundamental differences in physical process between proton and photons and is, therefore, potentially inaccurate [5].

Due to the statistical nature of the processes, pCT has some limitation. One of them is the multiple Coulomb scattering (MCS) that reduce the spatial resolution. It is improved
by the determination of scattering angle the proton leave the material [4]. In this way, the purpose of our study is to compare Monte Carlo calculation of lateral deflection of proton beam with analytical calculation based on Molière’s theory [6] and Rutherford scattering [7].

**METHODOLOGY**

The calculation was implemented for a proton pencil beam, with energy between 100 and 200 MeV. A comparison was made between Monte Carlo Method and analytical calculations.

**Monte Carlo Simulation**

It was calculated the scattering angle of protons that leave the target with two codes: SRIM 2008 [8] and MCNPX v2.5 [9]. The target was homogeneous and filled with water. It was divided into slices of 0.5 cm. The total length was smaller than maximal range of protons in material. The simulation was performed with $5 \cdot 10^4$ protons for SRIM 2008 and $1 \cdot 10^7$ protons for MCNPX v2.5.

**Analytical Calculation**

Two theoretical models were used of analytical calculation: Molière’s theory and Rutherford scattering. The Molière’s theory considerer scattering through small angles. Most of this deflection is due to Coulomb scattering from nuclei. It was included energy loss too. Rutherford scattering considerer elastic scattering with Coulomb barrier form nuclei without energy loss.

**RESULTS AND DISCUSSION**

The figures 1 and 2 shows that scattering angle vs depth for proton beam with energy of 230 MeV and 180 MeV. In both the scatter-angle obtained with Molière’s theory is smaller than SRIM and Rutherford. It happens because this theory is based on many small-angle scattering. The scatter angle obtained with SRIM shows a non-linear behaviour because it considerer that occur energy loss due to atomic ionization and excitation. For Rutherford model, the behaviour of deflection angle, is approach linear because its energy is constant. In figure 1 the scatter angle for SRIM presents a linear approach. In this case protons do not interacting with the atoms from materials due to its high energy. This behaviour is the same for protons with 180 Mev (figure 2) until 14 cm. After that there is a greater divergence between Rutherford model and SRIM. It occur because the energy loss of protons is bigger, so its interaction with material either.

It’s shown in the figure 3 the results of analytical calculation based on Molière Theory. It was used energies in range of 100 to 250 MeV. For each one, the angle increases with...
FIGURE 1.  Comparison between Monte Carlo and analytical calculation deflection angle. Energy of 230 MeV.

FIGURE 2.  Comparison between Monte Carlo and analytical calculation deflection angle. Energy of 180 MeV.

depth, but this is minor for higher energies. This occur because at it energy protons interact less with material. It’s lead less protons spread and consequently the deflection angle is smaller.

FIGURE 3.  Molière calculation of angle of deflection for energy between 100 MeV and 250 MeV.

It is presented in figure 4 the deflection angle vs depth for MCNPX. We can see that behaviour of cosine for MCNPX is completely different from graphics previously presented. This is happen because the MCNPX code include inelastic nuclear interaction.
In this process, when proton has energy above the nucleons bond energy, there is the formation of secondary particles (mainly protons). These protons leave the nuclei in a random direction, and it's modify the angular distribution.

When we compare the energies in figure 4, we can see that for higher energies (230 MeV) the formation of secondary particles is greater than for low energies (180 MeV). It leads to an increase of mean scatter-angle. This occurs until 14 cm. After that, the secondary particles production decreases.

**FIGURE 4.** Calculation of the cosine of scattering angle with MCNPX for energies of 180 MeV and 230 MeV.
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